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Introduction
The aim of this manual is to help competitors prepare for the SkillPLUMB UK Heats and perform
to the best of their ability during the event. It contains technical tips and advice to enable
competitors to achieve their full potential. By working through this manual, alongside the ‘WSUK
Preparation Toolkit’, you can ensure you’re competition-ready for the heat.
This manual contains two main sections:
Section 1: General Tips – covering areas such as preparation, time management and the
competition specification.
Section 2: Technical Guidance – with top tips on the specifics relating to the competition, such
as measuring and marking out, bend angles and clearance, and bend & joint quality.
Using the tips and advice in this Training Manual should make a difference by helping you to:






Focus on the basics (year 1 plumbing skills) at a higher level of accuracy.
Look more at thinking before doing.
Step back occasionally to see if it looks right – if it does look right it will be pretty
close.
Look at the lines drawn on the wall - do your pipes follow the lines?
Remember it’s not a race – you are competing against a standard a very high standard,
but a standard that is achievable.

1)

General non – technical tips

1.1

Preparation

Preparation is required in any competition and this includes skill, body and mental training. To
succeed at a higher level in any competition, be it Plumbing, Formula 1, Football or the
Olympics, all have one thing in common: training, training and training to be successful.
Preparing the Mind / Body








Keep yourself fit
Have a ‘can do’ attitude – all competition tasks are possible
Reflect on your own performance, what’s good and what
needs improving – write it down
Concentrate on your performance not that of others – don’t
look at others whilst competing
Prepare yourself for a change in plan – especially when you
make an error. Park the problem, re-plan and move on.
Think: “I can still do it”.
Prepare yourself for a noisy and distracting environment.
Could you do plumbing in front of the crowd at Wembley on
cup final day? At the Skills Show there will be just as many
people watching you during the week – you need to be in
the zone where they are not there.

Top Tips 



Don’t drink energy
drinks – they give a short
energy burst then you’ll
drop dramatically
Eat bananas rather
than energy bars – they
give a slow, lasting energy
release rather than a
quick boost.
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Keep hydrated – drink at least 2 litres of water per day, start doing this weeks before so
your body gets used to that amount of liquid.
Make sure you eat regularly through the day – always have a good breakfast.
Arrive at the event location in plenty of time, this will make you feel good and not rushed.

Preparing your Skills









1.2

Training in the basic skills is very important – measuring,
Top Tips 
bending, soldering etc.
Can you work to dimensions? You are working to
Set times that are
achievable as this will
manufacturing tolerances, so use the right tools.
make you feel good as
Have you got access to training support – can you get extra
you check your progress.
time in college to help you?
Think about tooling – what do I need? Keep them close - don’t
There are no daft
waste time walking around looking for things.
questions! If something
doesn’t make sense –
Set up a video camera to record your work – watch it back to
ask.
see where you can save time, plan to improve. How much
time were you stood just doing nothing? Time lost that could
be vital installation time.
Practice at work in the everyday work environment.

Do not be afraid to go back to tasks you did in your first few days and weeks of training
but do them much better, first time.

Time Management





1.3

Plan your time – write down a detailed plan with clear times of activity completion i.e.
setting out, positioning clips etc.
Be prepared to re-plan. If problems arise, park the problem and move on. Developing a
new plan quickly can help get your mind over the problem.
Make sure that you complete tasks before breaks, as stopping and re-starting in mid task
can present even bigger problems.
Visit the rest room prior to starting work and make sure you can wait until your next break
for a visit.

Competition Specification







1.4

Always read it thoroughly, make sure you understand what is required.
Ask questions to clarify what is required.
Before you arrive at the event briefing, write down any questions you have.
Ask you tutor for support – or contact the competition organiser.
Make sure you understand the marking criterion.
Use the marking criterion when planning / problem solving, to minimise points lost.

Marking Criteria for Plumbing Installation

Every competition is judged by a marking criteria, and yours is as follows:








Health and safety
Layout and soundness
Measuring and marking out
Bend angles and clearance
Copper pipe joint quality
Plumb and level
Material usage and presentation
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What is expected?
You will be required to install a small central heating system. To complete the task this will
involve the manufacture of copper pipework to given drawings.
You will be expected to maintain a safe working environment and apply a systematic method of
work to complete the installation within the timescale specified.
You will have to use various methods of jointing pipe with compression and soldered fittings,
using lead free solder.
You will need to ensure the structure is protected from damage during installation when carrying
out hot work.
Whatever the requirements, you will be made fully aware of the task prior to the competition in
the briefing, so you will need to take notes and listen very carefully.
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2)

Technical Guidance

2.1

Health & Safety

This is an area plumbers excel at - however don’t be complacent. These marks can only be
given away – so take care.









2.2

Wear non-tinted safety glasses at all times. Try finding a pair that are comfortable, as you
will be wearing them for a few days.
Wear trousers with knee pads to protect your body and make work more comfortable.
Gloves can be worn and do help in protecting your hands from damage. Try working in
them before the event, as you need to be comfortable.
Battery screwdrivers are allowed (No impact drivers).
Top Tips 
Ensure batteries are charged prior to arrival.
When soldering use a low flame looking away from
Don’t bring impact
combustible materials and walls.
drivers, they are best
Ensure the floor area is free from clutter and keep tool control
suited to site not
Keep your hands clean and wash before eating.
competitions.

Layout & Soundness










2.3

Bring plenty of sharp pencils, a pencil sharpener and a rubber.
Bring a good level.
Bring a 60o/30o square, a 45o square and a small engineers
square.
Bring a compass for setting out.
Bring a roll of lining paper to set out details – this ensures
consistency and accuracy.
When setting your datums make sure you use a sharp pencil
and set them out as discussed in the briefing.
Use a steel rule, not a tape measure.
Pressure test your own work in your time allowance (not
judged) and make sure you have allowed enough time for the
judges to test within the time.

Measuring, Marking out, Bends, Angles & Clearances









Use a steel ruler – not a tape measure.
Have drawing equipment and paper to draw on – tip lining
paper is the best.
Remember competition practice is not site practice.
Draw out complex detail on lining paper, especially multiple
bends - this will maintain quality and detail.
Double check angles prior to moving on to next bend – you
will be amazed how many competitors have lost marks as they
cannot bend a 90° bend accurately.
Check bends using a small digital angle finder (Trend from
Screwfix)
Dimensional accuracy is a big point scoring area, so make
sure you check the accuracy of final installation and setting
out.

 Have spare batteries
for any tools
Hand wipes are an
easy way of keeping hand
clean
If using digital levels
make sure they are
calibrated as per
manufacturers instructions
Do not bring
blackboard / whiteboard
instruments as may not be
accurate. Consider a
digital angle finder.
Listen to advice of
where to place datums
Don’t use a tape
measure as the end that’s
loose may well exceed the
tolerance you’re working
to.
Flatten your solder, it
will make you more in
control of your soldering
15mm of solder for 15mm
pipe, 22mm solder for
22mm pipe is about right
for the finished product
shown below.
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2.4

Copper Pipe Joint Quality







Ensure you have cleaned the fitting and the pipe for best results, even with self-cleaning
flux.
Do not over-do the flux – it will not improve quality and will lead to runs.
Ensure that the flame is not too fierce to burn the fitting and the wall. Heat the pipe
outside the fitting to get some heat into it, before putting heat on the fitting.
Ensure 1 touch point when applying solder.
Do not wipe the solder whilst hot, as this will lose marks.
Wipe with a damp cloth after soldering to remove excess flux. DO NOT clean with steel
wool or abrasives.
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Bronze
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2.5

Setting out for bends and bending

It’s Back to Basics for competition success
When bending pipe it’s important that you
know the parts and the Radius of the bend
that it will produce. Most benders bend at a
radius of 4x the diameter of the pipe so:For 15mm pipe it will be 15mm x 4 = 60mm
to centre line, the inside radius (nearest
the former) will be:60mm – 7.5mm (half the diameter) =
52.5mm
The outside will be 60 + 7.5mm = 67.5mm

For 22mm it will be:The centreline is 4x 22mm = 88mm, the inside radius (nearest the former) will be:88mm – 11mm (half the diameter) = 77mm and the outside radius will be 88mm+11mm =
99mm.
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Marking out for 90° bends

For 90o bends there should be no need to produce
drawings, as this is the easiest bend to produce - as long
as you remember: 
The pipe will be fitted in pipe clips, so you need to
make an allowance.

You will need a fixed point so that you can
determine where to mark the pipe – the fixed point could be
a fitting or a pipe clip, so you are not trying to use long
measurements.

When you bend copper pipe, it is normal practice
that all the marking out for the making of the
bending is done to the outside edge. If you
remember this, you will be able to bend any copper
pipe anywhere in the world using any bending
machine.

If you look at a piece of copper pipe used to
form the bend and use a short piece of scrap
pipe in the clips where you want the pipe to
go. Place a mark on the tube to mark the
distance from a fixed point to the outside
edge. See the yellow line on the pipe.
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Move the pipe to the pipe bender
and line it up for the bend, using the
outside edge mark with a short
piece of scrap pipe and a square to
ensure true alignment. All that is left
to do is remove the scrap piece and
the square and pull bend to 90o.

Tip: In competitions it is much
easier to bend accurately if you
have hands free to hold squares
etc. so consider mounting your bender either in a vice or a workbench for best results.

Check with either a square or an angle finder that
the bend is 90o before removing from the bending
machine.

If bent correctly and checked as a true 90o bend, it
should fit the pipe clips without straining.
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Passovers
Passovers are much more complex and in competitions it’s not unusual for two to be on the
same piece of pipe, so setting out is very important.
This can be achieved very easily by drawing
the Passover out on some lining paper.
In this drawing you can see the object to be
passed over and the clearance required this is the start of our setting out.

Then strike an arc at a radius of 4 times the
diameter of the inner edge, so 77mm for
22mm pipe and 52.5mm for 15mm pipe.

This then gives you the centre for your setting
out of the Passover by striking two arcs - one at
52.5mm and 67.5mm if using 15mm pipe, or
77mm and 99mm for 22mm pipe as shown.

Then using your squares or angle
finder set at (in this case) 135o, draw
a line from the tangent of each of the
arc as shown.

The final set out drawing should look
like the drawing shown and that
completes your setting out.
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So then using your drawing to bend
the pipe we need a fixed point,
which can be a pipe clip a fitting or
something else. The pipe should be
marked for bending on the outside of
the first bend, as shown.

Place the pipe in the bender and, using the
square and a scrap piece of pipe, line up your
mark as shown - remembering to keep the fixed
point behind the machine as shown.

Pull the bend to the required angle and, using a
split rule set at the angle or an angle finder,
double check that your bend is accurate before
removing from the bending machine. Remember
to allow for the spring back when releasing the
pressure on the arm.

The pipe now can be returned to
the drawing and should fit perfectly
without any adjustment by pulling
etc. that will distort the bend and
lose marks.
From the drawing, now the second
bend can be marked in line with
the outside edge as shown. In the
case shown the 135o (45o) bend
will mean that this bend is a
straightforward 90o bend, as
detailed earlier.
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The setting out in the bending machine
is as explained earlier, with the use of a
square and a scrap piece of copper as
shown. Remember the fixed point
(where you came from) is still behind the
bending machine.

Tip: Before bending look across the
bending machine to ensure that the pipe
is not in twist.

Pull the bend to the required angle and check as before.
Ensuring it is correct before removing from the bending
machine.

The pipe should now fit the
drawing without any tweaking
as shown.
The last bend can now be
marked out and yes, you are
right, the mark is to the
outside edge.

Now place the pipe in the machine and if it has
been set out correctly it will look like it does as
shown in the diagram. It can be double checked
for correctness by ensuring the two legs of the
bend are in line again, as shown by the blue line.
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When checking, use a long steel rule to ensure
that the Passover is in line.
Then return to your drawing and it should match
100%. Check that the clearance is correct –
remember that usually the industry tolerance is
± 2mm

Off sets
These bends often require two or three
pipes next to each other that are
identical, so you need to think about the
need to set out. In competition it’s best to
set out to ensure consistency of offset
quality, as they may be marked as in
alignment (identical / straight).

If you are setting out, start as above then
strike an arc from the inside edge at 4 times
the diameter as the radius, as shown:

Then draw a circle as shown, and
draw a line from the tangent of the
circle at the required angle of the
offset. To obtain the outside edge,
draw a line parallel to the first line at
a distance that matches the diameter
of the tube used. That completes the
setting out.
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So then using your drawing to bend the pipe we need a fixed point, which can be a pipe clip, a
fitting or something else. The pipe should be marked for bending on the outside of the first bend
as shown:

Place the pipe in the bender
and, using the square and a
scrap piece of pipe, line up
your mark as shown remembering to keep the
fixed point behind the
machine as shown.

Pull the bend to the required angle and using,
a split rule set at the angle, or an angle finder,
double check that your bend is accurate before
removing from the bending machine.
Remember to allow for the spring back when
releasing the pressure on the arm.

The pipe now can be returned to
the drawing and should fit
perfectly without any adjustment
by pulling etc. which will distort
the bend and lose marks.
From the drawing, now the
second bend can be marked in
line with the outside edge as
shown.
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Place the pipe in the machine and, if you have
set out correctly, the pipe will sit in the
bending machine as shown. It can be double
checked for correctness by ensuring the two
legs of the bend are in line again, as shown
by the blue line, to give the correct off set
distance.

When checking, use a long steel rule to ensure that the
offset is in line and parallel.
Then return to your drawing and it should match 100%.
Check that the clearance is correct – remember that
usually the industry tolerance is ± 2mm

The pipe should now fit the
drawing without any tweaking, as
shown.

2.6








Plumb and Level
This is the easiest area to lose marks.
Always double check before finishing and handing over.
Use of an inclinometer (Digital) gives accurate measurements
Adjustments can be easy to make and will make a massive difference.
Sometimes you may need to compromise, as having the task plumb and level may well
lose you marks on dimensions. Then, in this case, you need to see which is going to lose
you the most marks and make decisions based on that information.
This can be avoided if you have set the task out carefully and not rushed the setting out.
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2.7










3

Material Usage and Presentation
To avoid extra material and the loss of marks, think very carefully about how you go
about the task.
Doing complex large pieces first may work out better if you make a mistake, as you
salvage the pipe in smaller parts of the job without more material.
Think about setting out and avoid allowing too much before a bend, as again this can
lead to pipe shortages.
If you need extra fittings, be sure that you definitely need them as they carry a higher
penalty (i.e. you’ll lose more marks) than if you ask for additional pipe – decisions,
decisions…
Step back and have a look at the task from time to time to see if it looks like the drawing.
But take care not to compare your work with the competitor next door, as it may well be
them who has got it wrong.
Take care when soldering to not be careless and burn the wall – customers do not like it
and neither do the judges.
Try not to make your wall look like a pin cushion. Think about where you put clips and
don’t move them, as the additional holes will lose you marks.

Conclusion

Plumbing has a very strong background in competitions. Competitors are clearly up for a
challenge and respond very well.
We hope that this training manual will help to raise standards further and improve your chances
of achieving a Gold Medal at WorldSkills.
College tutors and trainers can help by spending a little time with competitors prior to
competition, to re-visit the basic skills taught and tighten up on the standards achieved. These
basic skills are often overlooked in the race to complete the big task in time. The time element is
of course important, however through regular practice of the basic skills at work and in college,
and spending a little time to perfect, the speed will come.
The graph in Appendix A shows the average marking in each area over recent years. To win, a
competitor needs to hit the standards at between 75-80%. It’s a big challenge for a young
person.
All that said, it’s about enjoying the experience and doing your best. It is virtually impossible to
achieve 100%, but if you can get into the high 70s or 80s then you will have done exceptionally
well and are credit to the industry. Little things make big differences.

Good luck!
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Appendix A: Data used to support Guidance

The data from National Competitions clearly show that steady improvements have been made in relation to overall scores.
The evidence clearly shows that dimensional accuracy, bending/angles and jointing are the areas where improvements need to be made.
Competitors can install pipe but they are not:





Checking dimensions
Checking bend angles of each bend after bending, where multiple bends are on a piece of pipe compounding the errors
Checking pipes are Plumb and Level, also check quality of soldering.
Checking before bending or cutting leading to more material.
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Notes
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